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You will be able-to:

Use goods classifications and life cycle analyses'as planning
tools for marketing.
Develop and modkmarketing mixes for a business.
Use decision-makin§ tools' that aid in evaluating marketing
activities.
Evaluate operations to improve decision making about marketing.
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BEFORE YOU.BEGIN

.

1.

Consult the Resource Guide for instructions if this is your first PACE unit.

2.

Read the Unit Objectives on the fr,ont cover. If you think you can meet these objectives now,
consult your instructdr.
These- objectiVes were met at Levels 1 and 2:
Level 1

-

Discuss the economic cqncepts that influence marketing decisions

Identify important Marketing activities
cr

Explain howmarketing aids business-people and consumers

Define the tenns "target market" kid "marketing mix"
Summarize the steps to be completed in developing a marketing plan
Level 2

Explain the "-market-oriented" approach to planning

List the controllable factors in each element of the marketing mix
Justify, the use of market inforination and market research in planning
Develop a procedure for identifying target markets and developing a marketing mix

Outline a marketing plan
If you feel unsure about any of these topics-,-ask your instructor for materials to review them.
4.

4. Look for these business terms as you read this unit. If you need help with their meanings,

turn to the Glossary in the Resource Guide.'
v

goods classification system
life cycle stages
marketing effectiveness
marketing efficiency
market value

c.

.04

2

PLANNING THE.MARKETING STRATEGY
WHAT IS THIS UNIT ABOUT?

,

Marketing planning tor a business isone of the most important
activities to be completed..Whereas marketing decisions will be made
and modified each day, the basic marketjng plan should.be prepared
as the new business is being developed.
Two decisions form the basis of a company's marketing strategy.
First, a target mgrket must be identified. The target.market is the
description of customers to be served. Second, a marketing mix must
be developed. The marketing mix is the combination of product,
price,,place, and promotion to be used in meeting the needs of the
identified -target market.
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The selection of customers and the development of a marketing mix
will have a big impact on other business decisions. It could affect
business location, capital resources needed, personnel to be hired,
suppliers chosen; and many other business decisions. Once the
marketing strategy has been implemented, it certainly can sbe
changed, but it may require important changes in the business.'
Therefore, marketing strategy-shbuld be planned carefully with
consideration given to other pprts of the business. Before changes are
made in marketing, the effects of thosechanges on i,he rest of the
..
business should be reviewed.
.

WHAT MA4OR PLANNING
MISTAKE CAN BE MADE?

HOW GAN POTENTIAL
MARKET VALUES BE
DETERMINED?

.

Many new business people make the mistake of planning a product to
be sold and developing their business around that prodUct. Once the
business is open, they may find that few 'people want the product at
all or they don't want-the product in the form the firm has provided.
Other companies may already be meeting customer needs with ..
similar products. At that stage, the business may have a difficult
time recovering from the poor planning.

To avoid that mistake, the business person should study the market
very carefully before going too far in developinethe business.
Enough potential mistomers must be available to support the
successful, long-term operation of the business. Characteristics of
potential customers are as follows:

I.
1

Have the need
Have the resources to buy
Have the authority to buy
Are accessible to the business

Once it has been determined that a potential market does exist, the
business should esiimate the value of that market (the amount of .
money people will spend in satisfying the identified needs.) A formula

for estimating market value is
(Number of people) x (average value of available resources) x
percentage of resources devoted to the identified needs)

Althodghrit is not quite that'simple to estimate market value, a
business-person can gather needed data from census information,
business publications, universities, chambers of eommeice,
professional associations, and other sources..Most markets can be
reasonably estimated with information available to most businesses.
It Is important to recognize the difference between the total value of a
market and the amount of the marketivpecific business can expecf
_to receive for the sale of its products and services. The market value is
the total amount expected tote spent by all customers in all
businesses selling similar products or services. Business-people'need
to estimate the share of the total market value The new business can
realistically expect to obtain. Most new small businesses moving into
a competitive market will not be able to secure a very large
percentage of the total market for at least several years.
EXAMPLE: Joe wants to open a specialty sporting goods store that
will sell kolf, tennis, exercise, racquetball, bowling, basketball,
football, baseball, softball, and soccer equipment. Joe plans on
opening a 2,000 square feet store in a community,shopping center in
a town of 30,000. The town is the county seat and is the largest4town
inthe county. There are another 30,000 personsiiving outside of
town, but they are considered to be pait of the town's consumer base.
There is a major metropolitan area of 900,000 people 50 miles away.

41Is.
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Sales in sporting goods in 1980'were-$70.00 per capita, acccidink to
the National Sporting Goods Assviation.
;,
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The major market for the store is considered to be the 60,000 people .
living in or close to town. If the local area spends as much money on
sporting goods as the national average, the total market in terms qf
dollar volume should be $4,200,000. However, only 45 percent of this
amount is from the sale of general sportiO goods. Therefore, only
.
$1,890,000 can be considered._

Furthermore, Joe does not plan on carrying all types af general.
sporting,goods. Listed below are the types of goods and what
percentage of sales they represent, as,compared to all general
sporting goods sales:
7.9%
9.8%

Golf equipment
Tennis equipment
Exercise equipment'
Racquetball equipnient
Boy ling equipment
Basketball equipment
Baseball and softball equipinent
Football equipment
'
Other

15.2%.
1.2%
1.8%
2.7%
2.8%
1.8%
2.0%

45.2%

45 percentof $1,890,000 equals $850,500

Therefore, the total estimated market potential for this type of
sporting goods store is approximately.$850,000 per year.
11,

\

Currently, there are no specialty sporting goods stores in t,o*n.
HOWever, there is a K-Mart in the mall, four local discount stores,
three hardware stores, and J.C. Penney and Sears catalog stores,
which sell sporting goods,

a

After evaluating the discount stores that carry a little of each type of
sporting goods, as well as reViewing the local hardware stores, it was
"determined that approximately 50-70 percent of all sales in the area
went to the existing local stores:The other 30-50 percent Of the
spNrting goods needs were being met by specialty stores ir the large
metropolitan area fifty milessaway.
Based on the location of the new store, size of the stpre, size of
inventory, and the advantage in distance between the new store and
its direct competition in the major city,4t is estimated that Joe could
capture between 10-20 rcent of the potential market. Therefore,
en $85,000/to $170,000 per year. However, it
sales should range b
is estimated that it wi be three-years before-sales would-reach 20
percent of the market.

If a new business moves into a market already,seryed by four other
similar businesses, those businesses already share the total market
value. If they shared it equally, each firm would receive 25 percent of
the total.value. With the entry of the new firm, five businesses would
now have to share the total value, so each would theoretically receive

-
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20 percent. However, it M nOt likely that thifiew b sness could
capture that much of the market. To do so, each of the ther firms
would have tO give up 20 percent of their 'business. T ey would 'Work
very hard to avoid losing that much to a new business. A new
business will have a greater chance for success,if it can attract
customers who are not lotalV satisfied with existing businesses. It
will'then need to provide a marketing mix that does satisfy thosepeople.

WHAT ISLANNING TOOLS HELP
DETERMINE MARKET MIXES?

After a target market has been identified that can support the new
business, an effective marketing mix can be developed. Two planning,
tools can aid in'developing the right mix. Those tools are goods
classification and life cycle analysis: Goods classification describes the
ways in which consumers shop for similar products. Life cycle
analySis is a method of describing the type of competition faced by
_
busineNs for their products.
The Way in whi h consumers shop for products needs to be
understood by arketers. It is very difficult to change buyer
-behavior. Understanding buyer behavior allows business people to
- Market products in a way that satisfies custoiner needs.
-

Products can be classified in a system based on three important
cOnsumer decisions about the products:
Relative value of the purchase
2. Perdeived difference among-brands
3. Willingness to shop for the product
1.

%

The goods.classificatiOn system contains four categories of prOducts
based on those decisions:
Convenience goods
Shaaping goods .
3. Specialty goods
4. Unsoughf good's
1.

.
4

..,

WHAT IS THE GOOpS .
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM?

2.

Conv4ence goods. These products are v iewed by ehnsurners as
having a relatively low value and very few.differences among several
brands. Customers are riot willing to spend a lot of effort shopping for
these products, and will buy them at a convenient time and location. If
their favorite brand of a product is not available, they will often buy
another brand. The customer can be influenced by advertising,
display, and small pribê reductions for convenience goods. Typical
examples of corrienience goods for most people include food items;
personal care products such as toothpaste, soap, facial tissue, and
deodorant; and many household supplies, including laundry
detergent, cleaning products, and the like.

4

Shopping goods. Some products are considered a mpre important
purchase by consumers. They have a greater value to the purchaser
and are viewed as having important differences in product features
and price-among brands. Because of those differences, consumers are
willing to spend time.shopping and comparing several brands before

6
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making a decision. For these products, customers will.need more
information about products and their prices and may be concerned
about services and guarantees. Products often viewed as shopping
goads_are-appliances,looli, some clothing items, furniture, and other
items considered to be important purchases by consumers.

Specialty goods. A few purchases made by customers are considered
as very important. In this case, the consumers will want to buy what
they consider to be The very best brand. That brand is judged to be
different sfrom,and superior to all others, and-the customers will shop
until that brand can be purchased. This of course shows a very strong
customer loyalty'. Customers need very littleinformation to make the
purchase, and it will be very easy to sell thespecidlty" brand.
However, it will.be quite difficult if not impossible, to sell a
competing brand to the customers.
Any product can be 4 specialty good to ce ain consumers. Some
people will buy only one brand of gum soft drink. Others have a
strong loyalty to a brand of shoes or televisions. Specialty goods are
more likely to be high-priced purchases, such Jas automobiles,
photographic and stereo equipment, or products with a high degree of
emotional appeal (such as Perfume, cosmetics, and designer clothing)..

4

4

Unsought goods. There are some products that consumers do not
shop for at all. This may occur because the-consumer is not aware
that the product exists, or because there is no need for the product.
Any new product is an unsought good until consumers know it is
available. This suggests the importance of promotion for new
products, brands, and businesses. Other products are not typically
purchased even though consumers know of their existence. There is
no strongly felt need for these products. Exaniples of these types of
uhsought goods include life insurance, encyelopedias, and the services
of phYsicians, dentists, and lawyers. These products anfil services may,
remain unsought by many people until' their needs change or they
face an emergency.
If a business person can identify the buyekkehavior associated with
products and-services to be sold, appropriare marketing mixes can
then be developed. It will require a different cOMbination of'product,
price, place, and promotion for convenience goods than for shopping
.
goods. Goods classification analysis can help a business persondetermine whether customers are more interested in location, price,
product features, or, services. It will show whether bustomerS are
likelyto switch brands, what information they need beforepurchasing a product, and what type offpromotion is 'likely to be" most
effective.

Goods clagsification analysis can also be awned to businesses as-well
as individual products. Consumers shop af some businesses because of
their convenience. That convenience may result from location,

parkingtypestf service or other factqrs. For other businesses,
_c.ustomers may shop among-several. They compare product,variety,
Zservices offered, prices, location, and other factors in orderto get the
best value. Some businesses,are considered "specialty" businesses by

,

certain customers. Those custoiners will shop only in that business for
the products and serviceS Offered because they consider it to be
superior to all other businesses:Finally, some businesses are
"unsought!! either because they are unknown to customeli or becatise
customers don't believe the business can satisfy their needs.
Businesses can be operated in a way that meets the needs and
expectations of the customers in .the target market.
WHAT IS LIFE CYCLE

In addition to understanding cOnsumer needs and behaviors, the

ANALYSISr , entrepreneur must also consider the type of competition and how-to

best respond to cornpetitors. Life cycle analysis is a tool designed to
provide that information. It organizesthe competitive history of a
product ihto four distinct periods. Those periods are introduction,
growth, maturity, and decline. The type,of competition changes in
.
each of the periods, and a business will have to use different
'
marketing mixes in each period to be successful.

1.

Introduction. When a brand new product is introduced into a
market, it has the opportunity to start a new life cycle. The produa
must be new; it cannot be another brand of a product already being
sold or similar enough to othei products`thatit is just a good
substitute.

I.

If 'a product i Indeed a new product, it will enter the market with
little or no competition for a,short time. The company with the neW
product will work tia make it available to the target market, and will
inform consumers about,the firoduct. The pri e the product will
uany.be relatively high as the company t es to recover,some of the
c ts of ileireloping and marketing the produèt

Growth. If the company i successful.in the introduction period, sales
will grow and the product will begin to show a profit. This will
encourage other firms to enter the market with similar products To
compete, they will offerthings the original company is not providing.
That may include an. improved product, greater availability,
promotion, or a slightly lower price. The growthgage *ill be a
period of rapidly increasing sales and the highest level of profits in
the market. Many companies will enter the market with new brands; .

8
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some companies that cannot compete will leave. Competition is based
on trying to improve the product and on the marketing mix of each
company.

Maturity. After companies have conteted with each other for ,some
time in a market, their marketing mixes beconie quite Similar
Product features or marketing strategies that do not Work are
changed, and the ones that work well are adopted by other.
companies. last customers who are interested in the product are
already bulfing from onwor more of the businesses. It will be more
difficult and more expensive, tO get additional sales. In the maturity
stage, profits will s art to decline, sales will peak, andthey may even
start to fall slightl

1

Because competitors' prbducts will be very similar in this stage, most
will concentrate on promotion and price reductions to attract
customers. Some firms will find it difficult to compete, will be unable
to make aptofit, and will drop out.'

.

Decline.,The final stage of competition is characterized by a decline
in sales and very little profit for firms remaining in the market. The
decline stage results from customers leaving the market to buy new
products. Some loyal cust6mers will stay in the market`during the
decline stage. Over time, however, :there will not be enough customers
for profitable sales, and every company will'need to find new
markets. Companies in thig stage will want to reduce coifs while
maintaining sales as long as they are in the market. They should plan
to leave the Market in such a way that they do not`experience high
losses.

HOW CAN LIFE CYCLE
ANALYSIS BE USED IN
MARKETING P ANNING?
,

Life cycle analysis can be used by business people to determine when
to enter a market and what mix elements to us'e to compete
effectively. It also can be helpful i,n predicting how other companies
are likely to respond to changes in the market.

.In the early stages of the life cycle, the emphasis is placed on product
and place elements of the marketing mix. Later, competition focuses
. more on promotion and price. With careful selection of target
marketsa firm may be able to develop better mixes than
competitors. The mixes are better because they res,pond to the,needs
of a specific target market. This strategy is most important in the
late growth arld maturity stages of the life cyele. As a product moves
through the stages of the ptoduct life cycle, a company may change
target markets and marketing mixes. It is unlikely that A cOmpany .
ean continue to use the same mix successfully as competition changes.
,

Businesses have choices of target markets and marketing miXei. The
planning fools described above are helpful in selecting markets anil
mixes. However, final decisions should be based on carefully
developed objectives. Some mixeeare better at increasing sales
volurne, others at imp/wing profits. Some can be implementedat a '
relatively low cost while still others take advantage of certain
strengths a coMpany may have or weaknesses of competitors.

9
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HOW CAN MARKETING
STRATEGIES BE EVALUATED?

Every marketing strategy should be evaluated on two cdieria
effectiveness and efficiency. Effectiveness refers to how well the
strategy achieves the goals of the,business and satisfies customers.
Efficiency is determined bY the overall cost of thetrategy. A
company may not choose the stratepu, that is the niOst effective or the
one that costs the least. Those stratfgieS that best combine
effectiveness and efficiency should be identified. .
Four types of information aid business 11:eople in evaluating
niarketing activities:

4,

Sales
COsts

Performance of personnel

Customer attitudes
Sales and-cost information can be identified from company records.
Methods of. evaluating performarme and determining customer
attitudes should be developed. Informal and formal reSearch is an
important part of a business person's activities.

MARKETING CHEOKLIST
The following checklist outlines the major parts of marketing
strategy planning. It can be used as.a planning tool in making
marketing decisions, or as an evahiation tool in reviewing marketing
activities.
<

1.

I

Prdauct or Service
Is there a need for the product or service in the market place?

2

Location

Is it suitable for the product or service and.customer buying
pattern?
rg.

Market Size
Is the size laige enough for all competing bnsinesses

4, ,Customers
Who are they and.does the product biservice meet their
needg?
5:"

Market Segmentation.
Is the business or serVice direete&tow'ard specific cbstolner
gfou ps?

10
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Competition

.6

464!)

Does'the -company haVe strcingths or the-competition have
weaknesses'that allow for successful operations?

4.11,

4

.

.

Distribution

7.

What sobrdes or suppliers are available for necgssary.
purchases?
Have 'appropriate,salds policies been established?

Price ,

8.

Is it competitive and,does it provide a profit?
i).

Promotion,

9.

Is it a gOod investnient and does it give potentral cuStomers`
,

10.

theappropriate information?
Finandial

%AK

.

Have the sales, costs, and profits'Ior the product or servicd
been estimated in dollare

ACTIVI;TIESSINDIVIDUAL ACT,IVITY

For your businessor a business you are planning, complete the following
maricet analysis:

Define the size of the market

A.

1.

Who will be, your customerk

2. flow many of these potential customers are in th/ e geographic

area your business will service?

.

.14

3.

How muCh money do these potential customers currently
spend on your tyPe of product or service?

4

B.

Identify ana evaluate the coMpetition by estimating their current
share of the market
,
List all businesses that offer your type of prodUcts or sgvices.
2.

Evaluate each one. List their strengths and weakneges.
Examples: Location, price, deliverl; service, quality, variety,
and so forth.

3.

Estimate the competition's current sales voluMe.

I.

Examples: Size of inventory, number of employees, store
square footage, and so forth.
C.

Compared to the competition, list your business's strengths and
weaknesses
Examples: Location, price, delivery, seFvice, quality, variety, and

So Nth.
D:

E.

d size of the market, and evaluating your
Based on the esti
'strengths and Wel esses as compared to the Competition,
estimate what level of sales is most likely for your business.
Factors affecting this figure could include location, price,
delivery, 'Service, quality, variety,' size o store, or type of
equipment.

Define your target market
1.

"

Descriptive characteristics: age, income, occupation, location,
-and so forth._

2.

Important buyingkmotives:. rational, emotional

3.

Differences and similarities to competitors' customers.

\

F. Describe the goods classification(s).and life cycle stage(s)
appropriate for your product or service
-
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G.

H.

List the marketing mix elements that will be needed to gatisfy
customers and improve upon competitor's products or services.
1.

Product

2.

Place

3.

Price

4.

Promotion

4

Identify factors that might *nterfere with the suctessful
implementation of the marketing mix
1.

Economy.

2.

Laws and regulations

3.

Costs

.

4. Competition
5. Technology

I.

Describe the evidence you will need to determine tfie success of
your marketing strategy and how that eVidence will be collected;
1.

Profit

2.

Sales

3.

Costs

4.

Performance of activities

5. 'Customer satisfaction

-

ASSESSMENT

DiieCitlions:'Read the lollowing assessment questions to check your

own kriowledge of the information in this PACE unit. When you feel
prepared, ask you instructor to assess your competepcy.
1.

Develop a formula.for computing market value and describe
its value to a business person.

2.. Define each of the major goods classifications.
3

Describe each of the stage in a-product life cycle.

4.

List the types of inforniation needed to evaluate the
effectiveness and effie,iency of a marketing strategy.

15
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PACE
Unit 1.

Untlerstanding the Nature of Small Business

Unit 2.

DetIrmining Your Potential as an Entrepreneur

Unit 3.

Developing the Business Plan

Unit 4.

Obtaining Technical Assistance

Unit 5.

Choosing the Type of Ownership

Unit 6.

Planning the Marketing.Strategy

Unit 7.

Lo6ating the Business

Unit 8.

Financing the Business

Unit 9.

Dealing with Legal Issues

Unit 10.

Complying with Government Regulations

Unit 11.

Managing the Business

Unit 12.

Managing Human Resources

Unit 13.

Promoting the Business

Unit 14., Managing Sales Efforts
;Unit 15.

Keeping the Business'Records

Unit 16.

Managing the Finances

Unit 17.

Managing Customer Credit and Collections

Unit 18.

Protecting the Business
Resource Guide

Instructors' Guide
Units on the above entrepreneurship topics are available at the following three levels:

Level 1 helps you understaN the creation and operation of a busineis
Level 2 preparesryou to plan for a business in your future
Level 3 guides you in starting and anaging your own business
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